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Grouping Practices

The practice of
sorting students into
homogeneous ability
and achievement
groups dates back to
the 19th century.

Tradition

Faster Enriched Instruction = Higher Achieving

Remediation, Repetition, Review = Lower Achieving

Research

The effects of grouping practices have a
significant impact on teaching and learning.
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Long-Term Ability Grouping

Group composition rarely changes

Small Groups and Pull -out

Instruction often takes place away from
the regular classroom

Who Benefits?

Beneficial for high ability students
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Low Ability Students

Long term ability grouping = Tracking

Decreased Engagement

Low ability students have almost twice as
much off task time

Low Ability Groups

• Teachers provide less wait time
• Teachers give briefer and less informative

feedback
• Teachers demand less in order for students to

receive positive reinforcement
• Teachers criticize students more frequently
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Variety of Characteristics

Learning Cycle Groups

• Short time
• Additional help
• Practice

Cooperative Groups

Encourages friendships among students
with diverse achievement levels and

backgrounds.
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Cognitive Benefits

• Increased retention of information
• Increased use of higher level reasoning
• Increased academic achievement
• Increased perspective taking

Types of Cooperative Groups

• Group investigation
• Peer tutoring
• Concept development

Group Investigation

Completion of the assignment requires
each student’s work to be combined

with that of the other group members to
produce a team effort.
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Peer Tutoring

The goal is for the team to help one
another complete assigned tasks
successfully and to improve each

student’s performance.

Concept Development

Assignments are complex and usually
have more than one answer or way to

solve a problem.

Alternative

Cooperative learning groups in
heterogeneous classrooms
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Whole Class Instruction

One room rural school house where
students of varying backgrounds, ability
levels, and ages were grouped and re-
grouped to meet instructional needs.

Change

Classrooms are filled with students from
varying cultural, ethnic, racial, and

economic backgrounds

Flexible Grouping

• Grouped and regrouped
• Short term
• Interests
• Learning styles
• Problem solving
• Skill instruction
• Reinforcement
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Grouping Patterns

• Whole class instruction
• Large groups
• Small groups
• Triads
• Pairs
• Individual

Student Interest

   Better understanding and consolidation
of learning

Equity

Equity and excellence for all students
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Choosing a Grouping Strategy

• Group composition must change
frequently

• Students’ basic, higher cognitive, and
social skills must serve as the major
criteria


